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FLiP! is an annual publication of New Urban Arts, a nationally recognized interdisciplinary art studio for high school students and emerging artists in Providence, Rhode Island. Our mission is to build a vital community that empowers young people as artists and leaders to develop a creative practice they can sustain throughout their lives.
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2014 - 2015 NUA Students, continued...
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Welcome to the Dollhouse

Made in Fivesizes

1997

young women are back

kids realize

DON'T ASSUME
In the depths of our minds,
Lies what we all deny...
Ignorance.
We rely on what we know, but believe what's not to see.
Is it a message to society?
Maybe a cry for help?
This blissful ignorance drags along,
As we maintain our sense of dignity.
Is it a form of self conduct?
Or a self illustration of affliction...?
I don't know...
And don't want to, because for now
It is my release.

And for you to figure out.
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You lost the moment
you chose a life of
crime. A burning heart
of justice will scorch
the broken soul of
a shattered man such
as you. Good bye. Friend.

Makonnen Fouche-Channer
Friends...

we used to be...

Bob Duke

Fire.

TIGER GUERRILLA CHAOS!!!
Maybe you'll love me,
like the wolf with the moon.
Shining, desperate, beautiful.
Yes, the wolf was beautiful
and the trees were Hallowed and the
world seemed to be entranced by itself.
Listening to its own heart
beat, breathing the air within.
breathing out with relief
Expelling all the negative
from their hearts
like us with our lives.
We'll run it constantly.
"like our worst nightmare"
or our favorite dream, but perception
is the death and birth of us all
a spring awakening
open your eyes
Open your Mind
Take it all in

Did I mention?

BRODUDE
EVIL FINISHA
DOOM ROBOT
OVERDRIVE

I'm also
A ROBOT!
I see you've finally arrived, Action Chicken!

Damn it, Not now BioDuke. Taking another hostage to drag me out?
Exquisite Corpse Drawings by Jasmine Marsula, Niara Jones, Christiana Larracuente, Ashley Estrada, Taiwo Demola, Andres Escobar Escobar, Deliannie Martinez, and Aja P. Olliver Dotson
Exquisite Corpse Poems by Jordan Moment, Lizmaylin Ramos, Andres Escobar, Deliannie Martinez, and Ashley Paniagua

Spring Air hasn’t been strong enough to melt the snow that was once white. It has melted away and all that remains is your golden place where you grow. Parents, you share a love that is true and pure. Eyes of silver, heart of gold, and an inca desire to become the king. My barks, my being, shaking down to my bones. Enchanted in the beauty of time, you and I. Beautiful, beautiful earth.